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This paper investigates the performance of a Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) turbulence modelling approach implemented in the
open-source CFD library OpenFOAM to analysis of external flows in urban environments in the context of micro wind turbine
applications. For this purpose, we examine the predicted flows at the De Montfort university (DMU) campus in Leicester, UK and
make comparisons with high frequency wind data recorded by three ultrasonic anemometers. We find that the CFD results using
the DES model are in good agreement with the anemometer data in terms of both relative wind speeds and directions. We conclude
that DES offers robustness and accuracy over a range of wind conditions and is well suited to analysis of wind energy potentials in
complex urban environments.
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1. Introduction

In this study the analysis of wind flow at a university campus is based on numerical modelling using Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) approaches. The main aim is to evaluate the accuracy of CFD modelling applied to external
flows in complex urban environments where turbulence is treated using a Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) model.
This approach allows the large-scale features in the wake regions near buildings to be well resolved but avoids the
high computational cost of fully resolving near-wall regions. It is these wake regions that are of most interest in the
context of evaluating wind energy potentials in urban environments.

In the following sections, we comment on relevant literature in the field of CFD modeling of building external
flows, the methodology applied in this study is described and results are presented. The discussion section offers
validation evidence for DES approaches and highlights areas for further investigation.
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Nomenclature

CAD Computer-aided design
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
DES Detached Eddy Simulation
DMU De Montfort University
EM Edith Murphy
H Maximum height
ITCB Integrated Technology Complex building
KL Kimberlin Library
LES Large Eddy Simulation
QB Queens Building
RANS Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes
SA Spalart Allmaras
SM Short Measurements

2. CFD applied to building external flows

2.1. Wind flow analysis in urban areas

The motivation for the study and developing new analysis approaches has been to examine the potential for micro
wind turbine applications in complex urban environments. Environments such as the city-centre campus studied,
are challenging due to the interaction between the flows around neighbouring buildings and for the potential for one
building (or building feature) to create a ’wind shadow’ over an adjacent space or building. A number of approaches
to this type of study are possible. Analytical methods do not account for the impact of individual obstacles on the flow
and hence cannot predict the variability of the wind speed in the vicinity to the buildings [1]. ‘Wind speeds at sheltered
sites are difficult to predict accurately without site specific fluid dynamical modelling’, as reported by Millward-
Hopkins et al.[2]. Analysis of on-site measurements can be considered the most accurate approach. However, such
measurements are costly and time-consuming and they can only capture the wind characteristics at discrete points
[3]. Statistical analysis (e.g. Weibull analysis) can contribute to macro-siting studies, however, it cannot provide the
precision required for micro-siting [4].

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a numerical analysis approach which has been shown to be a promising
technique to analyse the wind flow in complex urban environments for evaluating the potential for micro wind turbines
installation [4]. According to Karthikeya et al.[5] ‘A CFD simulation approach would be ideal to understand the
actual flow patterns in these localities to decide the best locations for wind turbine installations’. It has the advantages
of providing information over the whole of the domain of interest and can be more economical than measurement
campaigns. The ability to finely discriminate between locations (i.e. potential turbine sites) is particularly important
in geometrically complex urban environments. Key questions in applying CFD methods are the approach taken to
modelling turbulence and the computational costs and we seek to address these issues here.

2.2. CFD studies in real urban environments

CFD studies of complex urban areas validated using field measurements are extremely limited in number. Tabrizi
et al.[6] used the ANSYS-CFX software to model an area in Port-Kennedy, Western Australia. He used the Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approach to find the time-averaged flow field using a k-ε turbulence model and the
results were compared with experimental data. Yang et al.[4] carried out simulations of the wind flow over the ITCB
building on the National Taipei University of Technology campus, using the ANSYS-Fluent software. He used RANS
equations with the Realizable k-ε turbulence model and verified the results against on-site data. Kalmikov et al.[7]
considered the complex geometry of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology campus in the USA in their CFD
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study. In their work the ‘UrbaWind’ software solved the RANS equations with the k-L model for the turbulent fluxes
and local wind measurements were integrated for validating the model.

2.3. CFD approaches

Even the most sophisticated RANS turbulence models are not able to fully represent the flows dominated by large-
scale features such as flows around buildings in urban environments [8,9]. Cheng et al.[10] found that the RANS
results were considerably different from the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) when compared with the experimental
data [11]. LES calculations are fully transient such that the flow field is calculated at a frequency that allows large
scale turbulent features to be fully resolved (time averaged values are calculated as a post processing exercise) but
requires very fine meshes and very short time-steps. Cheng et al.[10] also compared the RANS approach with LES
and concluded that RANS modelling gives significant uncertainties in description of unsteady phenomena; complex
features such as separation zones, vortex shedding and recirculation zones (Fig. 1) were better reproduced with LES
than with RANS calculations [12].

However, the simulation of atmospheric high Reynolds number flows using full LES approaches is very expensive
in terms of computational resources [8] and so another numerical model is required to deal with these limitations.
Villiers[13] has suggested ‘In aerodynamics and bluff body flows, where the boundary layer is small and the flows
are dominated by large length scales and separation induced vortices, the DES model is anticipated to produce LES
quality solutions at reduced costs in terms of computational resources’. Consequently this study has used a hybrid
DES method [14] which uses RANS turbulence modelling in the boundary layer and employs LES in separated
regions. This offers improved prediction of flows compared to RANS methods but is less computationally demanding
than full transient LES approaches [8,15].

Fig. 1. Mean streamline patterns about a building, after Peterka et al.[16]

3. Methodology

3.1. Description of the campus and surroundings

The De Montfort university (DMU) campus is located near the centre of the city of Leicester in the UK. Fig. 2
shows the area of the campus and surrounding buildings, indicating the average building heights. This case is of
particular interest as it has a complex geometry with large variation in building heights. The buildings included in the
computational domain are the buildings within the De Montfort university campus and the surrounding buildings to a
radius of about 300 m around the campus—in accordance with best practise guidelines [17]. The location and range
of buildings found on the campus mean that it is similar to much of the city-centre environment.

The university campus has been modelled in significant detail, while the surrounding buildings are modelled in
simpler form with flat roof surfaces. Inside the campus there are a few high-rise buildings. The highest building in
the model is located at the edge of the buildings and is 50.1 m high. In the immediate outer area, there is a variation
in buildings type, ranging from 2 storey residential buildings to high-rise and medium-rise buildings, but further away
the terrain is more homogeneous, including mostly cultivated areas with low vegetation and scattered areas of low
residential houses of 1 or 2 storeys, light industrial buildings and clumps of forest. There are very few trees and the
underlying terrain is relatively flat. Turbulence is largely driven by the low-rise buildings downstream of the main
area of interest.

Fig. 2. De Montfort University campus and the surrounding buildings indicating the average building heights.

3.2. Full-scale measurements

Three ‘Windmaster Pro’ 3D ultrasonic anemometers (Gill instruments Ltd) were used for high resolution wind
measurements at the university campus during the period January 2015 - March 2016. Data were sampled at 20 Hz
and averaged over periods of 1 sec, 1 min and 10 min where the sampled data were complete over the corresponding
time intervals. The anemometers were positioned as follows:
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• One was installed on the roof of the Edith Murphy (EM) building (Fig. 3(a)), the second highest building on the
university campus (30 m tall). The anemometer was mounted on a 5.10 m mast which extends 2.35 m above the
uppermost roof level so that the total height for these observations was 36.35 m from the ground. This served
as a reference measurement point with the other points deliberately positioned where there was expected to be
reduction in speeds and directional effects due to adjacent building features.
• The second anemometer was mounted on top of a 5.10 m mast, positioned on the roof of the Kimberlin library

(KL) building (14.60 m tall) (Fig. 3(b)) so that the total measurement height was 21 m from the ground. This
position was chosen as it is partly in the shadow of the Queens Building (QB), as opposed to the previous
well-exposed EM location.
• The third anemometer was used for short-term (2hours) measurements (SM) using a telescopic mast at the rear

of the QB (Fig. 3(c)) and the observation heights range from 9.95 m to 11.35 m from the ground.

Fig. 3. (a) Edith Murphy; (b) Kimberlin Library; (c) Queens Building.

3.3. Computational domain and mesh

The computational domain is firstly defined by CAD data representing 1100×1100 m2 of the De Montfort university
campus and the surrounding buildings. The dimensions of the complete domain (Fig. 4) are (Length)×(Width)×(Height)
= 2200×1300×300 m3. This accommodates an upstream length of 5H (with H being the height of the highest build-
ing: 50 m), a downstream subdomain length of 15H and a height of 6H. The geometry is characterized by a maximum
blockage ratio of 2% —less than the 3% suggested by Tominaga et al.[18]. The lateral boundaries have been placed
2H from region of interest in accordance with best practice guidelines [18,19].

This case is representative of complex urban environments and it was of practical interest to apply the OpenFOAM
snappyHexMesh tool to mesh the case as this offers a high degree of automation and good parallel efficiency. The
near-wall regions around the buildings were refined sufficiently to match the underlying geometry so that the total
number of cells for the whole domain was approximately 24 million.

Fig. 4. Computational domain.

3.4. Turbulence model and Boundary conditions

The DES Spalart Allmaras (DES-SA) model was used with the pimpleFoam transient solver. The simulation time
during which the data were averaged was T = 2 · T0, where T0 is the time required for a nominal cross-flow through
the domain. The initial simulation period corresponded to more than T = 4.5 · T0. The boundary conditions are
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Boundary conditions.

Boundary Condition

Inlet Power law velocity profile, U(z) = Us( z
zs

)a, a=0.24 [20]
Outlet Zero gradient condition
Lateral and upper surfaces Symmetry conditions
Building and ground surfaces Spalding’s wall function

4. Results

To validate the CFD model, the measurements at the two fixed positions (EM and KL) and the mobile measure-
ments at QB were compared with the CFD predictions at the corresponding points in the model. The experimental
data were sampled at 20 Hz and were averaged over 10 minute periods. To make comparisons, wind speed ratios were
calculated by dividing the wind speed values at the locations of the anemometers (UKL, US M1, US M2) by the reference
wind speed. The Edith Murphy building was used as the reference wind speed (UEM,re f ) for the Kimberlin Library
and the Kimberlin Library was used as the reference wind speed for the short-term measurements (SM) (UKL,re f ).

The wind speed ratios were also calculated from the CFD simulations using the statistically averaged flows from
the DES calculations and Fig. 5 compares them with the measurements. There is a good agreement with a deviation
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of less than 10% apart from the North direction of SM1 where a discrepancy of 15% was found. In this position, only
two hours measurements were carried out and hence there is lower confidence in these data. Also, noticeable speed
gradients exist at the SM site (Fig. 6) and hence the results are sensitive to small variations in measurement/calculation
position.

The second validation quantity of interest is the difference in wind direction between the reference location and
measured by the other anemometers and the corresponding CFD results. These data are compared in Fig. 7 which
shows the difference between measured and simulated values for the angle of deviation (∆φ) between the KL and the
reference wind at EM (∆φ = φ − φre f ). These differences are less than 3 degrees, indicating good agreement. The
results for the short-term measurements (SM) are less good in terms of ∆φ: 50% to 70% deviation. This might be
attributed to the fact that the anemometer was difficult to align accurately to the North direction with the temporary
mast used for the short-term measurements.

Summarising, the overall agreement in wind magnitude is acceptable over a range of directions and suggests the
approach is robust. Agreement in terms of direction is quite good, and the discrepancies at some points can be
attributed to the difficulty to extract the exact coordinates of the points of measurements and the uncertainty in the SM
anemometer North direction.

Fig. 5. Comparison between numerical and experimental (10 degree interval) wind speed ratios (U/Uref) in the locations of anemometers for four
wind directions -North (N), East (E), South (S), West (W).

5. Discussion

Limited CFD studies of complex urban areas have been validated using field measurements [4,6,7,21] and none of
these have used a DES model. In this work, the prediction capabilities of the unsteady CFD approach were examined
in the study of wind flows at the DMU campus and the results compared very favourably with high frequency on-site
anemometer data. This benefit came at some cost in terms of the computational resources required and time; super
computers were engaged to perform the simulations and it took almost a year to obtain the results (during this time a
lot more cases were tested before setting-up the final configuration of the models). Nevertheless this approach is less
computationally demanding than full LES approaches but produces similar quality solutions for the wake regions of
most interest. Consequently, although it is significantly more computationally demanding than RANS calculations,

Fig. 6. Wind speed mean in the position (red point) of SM1 for North wind direction at xz plane.

Fig. 7. Comparison between numerical and experimental angle deviation of wind direction between the location of anemometers at KL and the
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offers improved prediction of flows in wake regions and the accuracy required for micro wind turbine applications.
[22].

The robustness of DES implementation should be further investigated and more studies validated using field mea-
surements are necessary to test its ability to predict wind flows in complex urban areas. The critical component for
this action is the use of ultrasonic anemometers which allow for accurate, high frequency, three-dimensional mea-
surements of flow speed and turbulence properties. As the built environment is highly turbulent and can substantially
effect turbine performance, studies of turbulence intensity prediction above roofs are required and rigorous CFD-based
evaluation methods need to be developed further.

As regards the number of the wind directions simulated in a wind energy assessment, they should be chosen based
on how much the wind direction effects the wind speed ratios. Generally, the smaller the wind direction intervals, the
more accurate the results. However, it is impractical to do calculations for each wind direction and the measurements
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surements are necessary to test its ability to predict wind flows in complex urban areas. The critical component for
this action is the use of ultrasonic anemometers which allow for accurate, high frequency, three-dimensional mea-
surements of flow speed and turbulence properties. As the built environment is highly turbulent and can substantially
effect turbine performance, studies of turbulence intensity prediction above roofs are required and rigorous CFD-based
evaluation methods need to be developed further.

As regards the number of the wind directions simulated in a wind energy assessment, they should be chosen based
on how much the wind direction effects the wind speed ratios. Generally, the smaller the wind direction intervals, the
more accurate the results. However, it is impractical to do calculations for each wind direction and the measurements
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should be clustered in wind direction intervals. Intervals of 45 to 10 degrees i.e. 8 to 36 wind directions are proposed,
based on how much the change in wind direction effects the wind speed ratio [7,23]. In this work, the wind flow was
calculated for four wind directions for validation purposes. However, if one wants to investigate further the response
of this model to the wind direction, wind simulations of smaller wind intervals are required and the impact of the wind
direction on wind speed ratio at a wider range of locations should also be investigated.

6. Conclusions

In this paper the predictive capabilities of the DDES-SA model using the Open-FOAM CFD library were inves-
tigated. The DDES-SA approach was applied at the DMU campus and the results compared with high frequency
anemometer data. The mean velocity predictions above rooftop at a well exposed building and at a partly sheltered
building were examined and found to be in good agreement with the anemometer data. Very limited CFD studies of
complex urban areas have been validated using field measurements in this way. The results of this study have offered
good evidence of the robustness and accuracy of the DES approach, which is well suited to analysis of wind energy
potentials in complex urban environments.
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